Cerec 3.
Generally, there are more wishes than technical solutions. In this context, we regard it as one of our primary tasks to constantly respond to your demands and implement them as far as the currently achievable and economically feasible state of the art allows us to. Against this background, we are especially proud of being able to present our new Cerec devices to you following a challenging but successful development and test phase: Cerec 3, the modular CAD/CAM system which flexibly meets the demands of your practice (Fig 1) Cerec Scan, the economy model for working indirectly (Fig 2), and Cerec Link, the connection software that provides all Cerec 2 users with the advantages of the new Cerec 3 software and enables concurrent designing and milling. Cerec 3, Cerec Scan, and Cerec Link now stand next to the Cerec 2, the compact CAD/CIM unit which accompanies many of you in your daily work and makes possible tooth-conserving, biocompatible, natural-looking restorations of long-lasting ceramic materials for a wide spectrum of indications and economic efficiency. The new members of the Cerec product family show significant new developments and many specifics, enabling you to meet many of your individual demands. In addition, they provide the new platform for further developments in the coming years, which we would like to start working on with you right away in the pioneering spirit of progressive dentists.